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MEET KRYSTEL
Krystel Stacey is a creative entrepreneur, motivate to action speaker,
bestselling author and expert strategist for women business leaders.
Krystel built her career as the founder of luxury event companies, @CoutureEvents
and @Cocoand Whim. She is now the host of Purpose to Profit podcast and
conference. Creative Director of BUSINESS OVERHAUL, CEO of Fearless Founders,
and a breakthrough business coach for creative entrepreneurs.
With dual degrees in Communications and PR she has done everything from
gracing the covers of magazines to being featured in national campaigns with ABC
and ESPN as well as working with AMC and Fox to create visionary experiences for
some of today’s most beloved cinematic followings.
Over the last decade Krystel has worked with Hollywood elite, mega entrepreneurs,
music royalty, professional athletes, and owners of sports teams as well as iconic
brands such as Rolls Royce, Kate Spade and Comic Con. As a multi-million-dollar
entrepreneur she has built 6 different successful businesses and currently sits as
CEO of 3 high growth luxury brands. With years of small business success and a
recognized leader in her field Krystel was nominated Woman of the Year by San
Diego Magazine.
As the best-selling author of She Minds Her Own Business she has been featured in
Huffington Post, Glamour, Martha Stewart, and Modern Luxury sharing her
expertise and insights into going big, being bold and creating a life and business
you love.

AS SEEN IN

Keynote: $5,000
Half Day: $6,500
Full Day: $7,500
2-Day: $15,000

SPEAKING
YOUR GUIDE FROM PURPOSE TO PROFIT
As a thought leader and breakthrough business strategist Krystel aims to not
only inspire the audience but move them to action. Through her tried-and-true
processes and reverse-engineer-it philosophy, she has designed six successful
careers and built multiple six figure businesses.
She takes the insight she has learned over the past decade and uses it to
empower the audience.
Krystel has a fearless, gritty, interactive, and bold approach on stage, similar to
her business technique. She’s not just assisting in brainstorming ideas and
goals, she helps the audience put theory into motion! Reverse engineering
with her signature systems and methods while educating and leading the
audience into a new and powerful mindset and space where they can actually
accomplish their dreams.

KEYNOTE TOPICS
• Pivot into PROFIT

We are talking about taking your business to the next level. Let’s discuss
high-grossing, jaw dropping, six to seven figure producing profit.

• Unlock your Brilliance

Want to know what the key is to unlocking the next level of your business
right now? I can give it to you but you are going to have to asses and
then take action. Are you ready?

• Fearless Forward Movement

Do you feel stuck, stunted, or plateaued? It’s time to get your business
moving again. This means getting real, clear, and taking risk to move
boldly forward.

• The Unstoppable Spark

One spark can make the difference between make it and break it, one
spark in the right place can ignite your business in ways you never
thought possible.

• Business by Design

Let’s reverse-engineer your business. Instead of setting it up and hoping
it works, let’s make it work for you, and fit you like a glove.

INTERACTIVE
SPEAKING APPROACH:
Krystel treats her time on stage with a
workshop approach; providing
brilliant takeaways and practical steps
to take your business to the next level
NOW. Her step-by-step approach
includes: designing your dream life
and business, defining your own
success, declaring your values and
priorities, conducting productive goal
setting practices, mastering the fine
art of scheduling, and building one's
tribe. Krystel's bold zeal for life and
proven-business values prioritize
purpose without compromising profit
(or your personal time!).
The brilliant, genuine, profitable
business that only your wildest
dreams have imagined is waiting to
be unearthed at the outskirts of your
hesitation. Are you ready to learn and
live like you never have before!?

PRIOR SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS:
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has featured:

Carrie Goldberg, Editor of Harpers Bazaar
Ducan Wardle, Former VP of Creativity and Innovation at Disney
Hayley Paige, Fashion Designer
Simon T Bailey, Former Sales Director of Disney
Julie Novack, CEO of PartySlate
Geraldine, Founder of Holy Matcha
Jina, Founder of Leo Wellness
Cristin Smith, Founder of Saffron and Sage

Potential Interview Questions:
Q 1. What do you think the biggest challenge is facing entrepreneurs today?
Q 2. How did you get to where you are? Was it because of your personal experience
in business that you decided to become a strategist?
Q 3. Tell us about your book, “She Minds Her Own Business”. What inspired this
book?
Q 4: After reading your book or taking your course what will the reader walk away
with?
Q 5: Wait, tell us about this “OWN IT” workbook, I’m looking at it now and it’s full of
thought provoking questions and outlines. Can you tell us more about it?
Q 4: According to your experience what is your key to success?
Q 5: How do you ”unlock your brilliance” as you put it in the book?
Q 6: What is the number one mistake you see entrepreneurs making?
Q 7: As a visionary and business strategist how do you asses a business and where
they need improvement?
Q 8: Now from what I can see you also have a show doing “business overhauls”, what
does that mean? Can you tell us about that?
Q 9: You place a lot of emphasis on VALUES & VISUALS- why do you believe they
make the most impact?
Q 10: When branding a personal brand or business you have coined the concept of
making them “instantly irresistible” or “highly sought after” how do you do this?
Q 11: Can you walk us through your Purpose to Profit Signature Framework?
Q 12: Can you leave us with one really juicy secret or tip?
Q End: Where can our listeners find you?
A: @KrystelStacey
KrystelStacey.com
You can find the book and workbook on Amazon NOW!
And I hope to meet you all in person someday at the “Purpose to Profit” Conference.
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For speaking, media and calendar availablility:

CONTACT: hello@krystelstacey.com
WEBSITE: KRYSTELSTACEY.com

